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(54) Title: DEVICE FOR FASTENING A PORTABLE OBJECT TO A VEHICLE

(57) Abstract: Device for detachably fastening a portable object (100) to a vehicle such as a bicycle, comprising a first coupling device for the vehicle, comprising a coupling edge (1) and a first coupling means (2), and a second coupling device (II) for the object (100), comprising edge coupling means (11), which can be connected to the coupling edge (I), and a second coupling means (12), which is provided to be detachably coupled with the first coupling means (2), wherein the coupling edge (1) and the edge coupling means (11) are connectable in several relative positions of the coupling devices (I), (II), whilst the first (2) and second coupling means (12) are couplable only in a single relative coupling position, and wherein the coupling edge (I) and/or the edge coupling means (11) comprise positioning means (3) to position the coupling devices (I), (II) with connected coupling edge (1) and edge coupling means (11), according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), in the said one single relative coupling position.
Device for fastening a portable object to a vehicle

This invention relates, on the one hand, to a device for detachably fastening a portable object to a vehicle such as a bicycle or a moped, comprising a first coupling device, which is fastenable to and/or is at least partially integrated in a component of a vehicle and which comprises a coupling edge and at least one first coupling means, and a second coupling device, which is fastenable to and/or is at least partially integrated in an object or a component thereof and which comprises edge coupling means to connect the second coupling device detachably to the coupling edge, and comprises a second coupling means, which is provided to be detachably coupled to the first coupling means.

This invention relates, on the other hand, also to an assembly of a vehicle, such as a bicycle or a moped, and a portable object which is detachably fastenable to that vehicle, wherein a component of the vehicle comprises a first coupling device, comprising a coupling edge and at least one first coupling means, and wherein the object comprises a second coupling device, comprising edge coupling means to detachably connect the second coupling device to the coupling edge, and comprising a second coupling means, which is provided to be detachably coupled to the first coupling means.

By the term 'portable object' is in this patent application meant, for example, a bag, a basket, a rucksack, a bin or a suitcase, or more generally any object which is provided to act as a container for the transfer of other products. The portable object can, however, also be an accessory of the vehicle, such as, for example, a child seat, a battery, a pump or a tool. Finally, the portable object can also be any utility object which it is wished to transport with the vehicle, such as, for example, a buggy, a folding chair or an umbrella.

This invention relates, in particular, to a device of this type for fastening a portable object to a bicycle, inclusive of an electric bicycle, a moped or a motor cycle and the like.
Fastening devices of the type described above, for fastening a bag or a basket to the luggage carrier or to the frame of a bicycle, are known.

A known device comprises a coupling device which is fastenable to the luggage carrier of a bicycle and is provided with three first click connection elements, which are each fastened to the bicycle at a different place. Complementary second click connection elements are fastened at corresponding places to the back of a bag. For the fastening of the bag, every second click connection element must be positioned precisely opposite its associated first click connection element, which is not simple, especially not if the bag is full and is relatively heavy. The fastening is hence frequently difficult and time-consuming.

There are also bags which, on their back, are provided with two or more hooks which are provided to, in any chosen position, hook onto a horizontally extending elongate component of the luggage carrier, and which further also comprise a strap with which the bag can be secured to the bicycle at a different place. The strap is then, for example, placed around a vertically running component of the luggage carrier. Instead of a strap, the bag can comprise a hook, which is provided to hook laterally in place behind an obliquely upward running component of the luggage carrier. In yet other known embodiments, on the bag there is provided, instead of a strap or a hook, a click connection element, which is provided to cooperate with a corresponding click connection element on the bicycle. As a result of this additional fastening point, the bag is fastened to the bicycle in a more or less stable position. Thus the bag, even when the bicycle is in an oblique position or is being ridden over a bumpy terrain, will be held in its fastening position against the upward running parts of the luggage carrier.

These fastening devices also have various drawbacks, however. A first drawback consists in the fact that the bag cannot be fastened to all types of luggage carrier. Indeed, the luggage carrier must possess an elongate element of limited transverse dimension, which extends horizontally and according to the longitudinal direction of the bicycle and onto which the hooks can hook at a suitable hook-in place. This hook fastening is frequently prevented by components of the luggage carrier or of the bicycle. Luggage carriers are often constructed with transversely running elements
which connect to the elements extending according to the longitudinal direction, so that at the hook-in place there can be insufficient space to admit the hooks of a bag between two transversely running elements, or so that the bag cannot be fastened to the luggage carrier at a suitable place.

Once the bicycle bag has been hooked onto an element of the luggage carrier, this bag must also be shifted in the horizontal direction in order to ensure that the additional fastening means is positioned opposite a component of the bicycle or opposite a click connection element in order to be able to realize this additional fastening also.

The object of this invention is therefore to provide a fastening device of this type, with which any portable object can be fastened by a simple movement, in a quick and easy manner, to a vehicle such as a bicycle or a moped, and the usability of which is also much less dependent on the characteristics of the vehicle component to which the object is fastened, so that the device is much more user friendly and more widely applicable than the existing fastening devices. An additional object of this invention is to provide a fastening device whereof the second coupling device can be aesthetically connected to the object, or integrated in the object.

The above objects are achieved by providing a device for detachably fastening a bag to a vehicle, having the characteristics indicated in the first paragraph of this description, wherein, according to this invention, the coupling edge and the edge coupling means are connectable in several relative positions of the coupling devices, whilst the first and second coupling means are couplable only in one of the said relative coupling positions of the coupling devices, and wherein the coupling edge and/or the edge coupling means comprise positioning means to position the coupling devices with connected coupling edge and edge coupling means, according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge, in the said relative coupling position in which the first and second coupling means are couplable.

In practice, it is possible that the aforementioned 'first and second coupling means' can be coupled not only in one ideal relative coupling position of the coupling devices, but also in relative coupling positions which differ very little from this ideal
relative coupling position. In an interpretation of the expression 'couplable in one relative coupling position' in this patent application, account must be taken of these differing relative coupling positions, and the reference to 'one relative coupling position' must be taken as a reference to the collection of relative coupling positions which comprises both the ideal relative coupling position and the differing relative coupling positions.

The positioning means ensure an easy and reliably correct placement (positioning) of the coupling devices with respect to one another, in the relative coupling position in which the first and second coupling means can be coupled. During this placement or positioning, the coupling edge and the edge coupling means are connected, so that the coupling devices are already partially coupled to one another and only have to be displaced with respect to one another according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge. The coupling edge here acts as a guide element, whereby the displacement can be effected particularly easily. Moreover, in this partially coupled state, at least a portion of the weight of the second coupling device and the object is borne by the coupling edge, so that the correct placement proceeds yet more easily.

The positioning is thus effected by displacing the coupling edge and the edge coupling means relative to one another in the connected state. The positioning means facilitate the positioning, for example by making the relative displacement of the coupling devices more difficult as soon as the correct relative coupling position (i.e. the coupling position in which the first and second coupling means are couplable) has been reached, or by alerting the user in any way (by visual, sensory, audible means) during this relative displacement that this correct relative coupling position has been reached, or by ensuring that the edge coupling means are guided to this correct position on the coupling edge or assume this correct position more easily compared with other relative coupling positions, or by a combination of two or more of these options.

Once the couplings are connected to one another, the positioning means also ensure a limitation of the mutual freedom of movement of the connected coupling devices according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge.
The first and second coupling means ensure a limitation of the mutual freedom of movement of the connected coupling devices in a direction perpendicular to the coupling plane A that extends in between the connected coupling devices. The coupling edge can be the edge of a component of relatively small transverse dimension. This can be, for example, the edge of a plate-like component. The edge can terminate with a free side which is flat or angular or rounded. The edge can also be formed by a tubular or thread-like component. This component can have any cross section, such as, for example, a circular, oval, triangular, rectangular, square or polygonal cross section. This edge does not necessarily have a rectilinear course. The coupling edge can be, for example, the edge of a trough-shaped element.

The edge coupling means can be, for example, one or more hook-in elements, which can hook onto the coupling edge. The said edge coupling means are, for example, one or more hooks, one or more flanges or edge portions, or one or more elements which have an open space or an opening in which the coupling edge, or a portion thereof, can be received.

The connection between the coupling edge and the edge coupling means can here be established in a simple manner. It is very easy and simple to bring edge coupling means into cooperation with a coupling edge. The first coupling device can be fastenable in such a way and/or be integrated in a component of the vehicle in such a way that the portable object, through the execution of a downward movement, can be brought into cooperation with the coupling edge. A downward coupling movement of this type is the easiest movement with an object which is relatively heavy.

The coupling edge can also be arranged in such a way along a component of the vehicle that the object, in the execution of the coupling movement up to the coupling edge, is guided by this component. Thus the first coupling device can be provided on that side of a component which in use extends virtually horizontally, so that the object in contact with this side can be displaced in order to bring its edge coupling means into cooperation with the coupling edge. This guidance facilitates the coupling movement.
Moreover, the positioning means ensure that the object, in the connected state of the coupling edge and the edge coupling means, can be positioned in a defined coupling position according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge with a relatively small effort, wherein the first and the second coupling means stand in a mutual coupling position which makes their coupling possible.

If the first coupling device is constructed as a component which is fastenable to the vehicle, one can oneself determine at what place the object is fastened to the vehicle. With the aid of such a device, it is possible to ensure that an object is fastenable to the vehicle only in the most suitable and the most secure position.

In normal use, the first coupling device, which forms part of the vehicle, will remain virtually stationary during the coupling of the coupling devices. The second coupling device, which forms part of the object, is brought up to the first coupling device by the movement of the object.

The first coupling device can be constructed such that it is fastenable to a component of the vehicle, such as, for example, a luggage carrier, a frame, a mudguard, a saddle of a bicycle. With this device it is thus possible to fasten an object, such as, for example, a bag, to any type of vehicle, such as a bicycle or moped, regardless of the structure of the luggage carrier and regardless of whether there is a luggage carrier present.

The vehicle can also be made such that it already comprises a component in which the first coupling device is integrated. Where the vehicle is a bicycle with a luggage carrier, the first coupling device can, for example, form part of the luggage carrier, the frame, the mudguard, the handlebar of the bicycle.

The second coupling device can be constructed such that it is fastenable to a portable object. Thus objects which are not provided for fastening to a bicycle or other vehicle can also be converted to objects with an integrated second fastening device, which objects can easily be fastened to a vehicle provided with a first fastening device.
The second coupling device can be fastened to the object by the user also at the place most suitable for him/her.

Any portable object can also be made such that it already comprises a second coupling device integrated therein, or can be equipped with a component in which a second coupling device is integrated. According to the invention, the second coupling device can be constructed such that this disturbs the aesthetic appearance of the object not at all or only to a very small degree.

The advantage of a fastening device whereof the two coupling devices are fastenable to respectively a vehicle and a portable object consists in the fact that an object and a vehicle which are not equipped for the abovementioned fastening can be converted such that the object can be quickly, simply and easily fastened to the vehicle at the desired place in order to transport the object in a comfortable and secure manner during journeys with the vehicle. The coupling devices can then be sold as separate components and be provided to be fastened with known fastening means, such as, for example, with the aid of screws or glue, to the vehicle and the bag respectively.

The first and the second coupling device are connected to each other at at least two places, on the one hand via the coupling edge and the edge coupling means cooperating therewith, and on the other hand by the first and the second coupling means. As a result, this connection is a solid connection which ensures that an object that is fastened with the aid of this device has a very limited freedom of movement with respect to the vehicle. This ensures a stable fastening of the object, which is naturally also beneficial to comfort and safety.

When the second coupling device forms part of an object, the object, at least at the place where the second coupling device is provided, is preferably made of a material having a relatively high stiffness. As a result, the distance between the edge coupling means and the second coupling means is maintained, whereby the second coupling means can always be positioned opposite the first coupling means of the first coupling device.
The further distant the coupling edge and the first coupling means are from each other, the smaller is the freedom of movement of the object with respect to the vehicle and the greater its stability in the fastened state.

The coupling edge and the first coupling means can form part of a whole or be provided on a common supporting structure, or be connected to each other in any way.

In a preferential embodiment of the device according to the invention, the first and second coupling means are provided to be coupled through the realization of a click connection, a magnetic connection or a Velcro connection. Thus this coupling too can be realized particularly easily.

These first and second coupling means are then preferably also provided to be automatically coupled by bringing them in contact with each other, without an additional operation or manipulation of control elements or components being necessary for this coupling. Preferably, the coupling can be realized by moving the coupling means closer together according to a fluid coupling movement until they enter automatically into cooperation.

The first and second coupling means are preferably complementary click connection means, the connection of which is releasable by means of a control element which forms part of the first coupling device.

Since the control element forms no part of the second coupling device, which is connected to the object or is integrated therein, a minimal impact on the aesthetic appearance of the object is obtained.

The control element allows these coupling means to be disconnected from each other in a simple manner. An object fastened to a vehicle with the aid of this device can hence be fastened to the vehicle in a simple manner and disconnected very easily from the vehicle. Since the control element forms part of the first coupling device, the second coupling device can be constructed such that it occupies little space and
the aesthetic appearance of the bag is not or scarcely disturbed. In an alternative embodiment, the control element can form part of the second coupling device.

Preferably, the coupling edge and the first coupling means are provided at a fixed distance apart on the first coupling device, and/or the edge coupling means and the second coupling means are provided at a fixed distance apart on the second coupling device.

In a preferential embodiment, the distance between the coupling edge and the first coupling means is fixed, whilst the distance between the edge coupling means and the second coupling means is variable but is limited to a maximum. This maximum preferably conforms to the said fixed distance.

In another preferential embodiment, the distance between the edge coupling means and the second coupling means is fixed, whilst the distance between the coupling edge and the first coupling means is variable but is limited to a maximum. This maximum preferably conforms to the said fixed distance.

These embodiments ensure an additional limitation of the freedom of movement of the object with respect to the vehicle.

In a preferential embodiment, the coupling devices are provided to extend in the coupled state, according to an intermediate coupling plane, one opposite the other, and the coupling edge and the edge coupling means can be coupled by a relative movement of the coupling devices according to a first motional direction which is virtually parallel to the said coupling plane. Virtually parallel here means that the motional direction can form an angle of no more than approximately 30° with respect to the coupling plane.

The coupling plane is the intermediate plane according to which the two coupled fastening devices extend one opposite the other. In most cases, this coupling plane extends along a boundary of the component to which the first fastening device is fastened. This boundary can hence act as a guide during the fastening movement.
The connection of the edge coupling means and the coupling edge can very easily be made by a coupling movement according to a motional direction which extends virtually according to the coupling plane.

When, for example, a portable object is fastened to the side of a luggage carrier, the coupling plane defined by the coupling devices will extend along those elements of the luggage carrier which run next to the wheel and which laterally delimit this luggage carrier. The cooperation of the coupling edge and the edge coupling means can then be effected by lowering the object downwards along this delimiting structure. The downward movement of a relatively heavy object is naturally much simpler and easier than a motional direction which differs a lot therefrom, such as, for example, a horizontal fastening movement. The delimiting structure of the luggage carrier which extends more or less according to the coupling plane and can guide the object makes the fastening movement still easier.

When, for example, a portable object is fastened to the top side of a luggage carrier, the coupling plane defined by the coupling devices will also extend more or less horizontally along the horizontally running elements of the luggage carrier which delimit this luggage carrier at the top. The cooperation of the coupling edge and the edge coupling means can then be effected by resting the object on these horizontal elements and subsequently shifting them so that the edge coupling means enter into cooperation with the coupling edge. The delimiting structure of the luggage carrier, which extends more or less according to the coupling plane and can guide the object, makes the fastening movement, here too, somewhat easier.

In a preferential embodiment, the first and second coupling means are provided such that they can be coupled by a coupling movement according to a second motional direction which lies virtually perpendicular to the said coupling plane. Virtually perpendicular here means that the motional direction can form an angle of no more than approximately 30° with respect to the direction perpendicular to the coupling plane.

The edge coupling means and the coupling edge can be brought into cooperation by a relative movement of the coupling devices according to a first motional direction
which is virtually parallel to the said coupling plane, and the coupling means of
every second set of coupling means are couplable according to a second motional
direction which lies virtually perpendicular to the said coupling plane. These two
said motional directions, in order to connect the coupling means of the respective
sets one to another, here lie virtually perpendicular to each other. As a result, a very
good connection between the coupling devices is possible and the unwanted release
thereof is prevented.

The coupling edge and the edge coupling means are preferably constructed such that
the first and the second coupling device are connected to each other in a mutually
rotatable manner through the connection of the coupling edge and the edge coupling
means, whilst the first and the second coupling means can be coupled through a
mutual rotation of the coupling devices coupled by the coupling edge and the edge
coupling means.

The coupling of the first and the second coupling means can hence be effected
automatically and without any additional positioning of the coupling devices. The
first and second coupling means and the coupling edge and the edge coupling means
can also be placed such that the gravitational force exerted on the object produces or
facilitates the said coupling rotation.

The edge coupling means preferably consist of one elongate coupling body. The two
coupling devices can hence be very compactly constructed. As a result of the
elongate shape, there is connection over a certain length, whilst the first and second
coupling means realize an additional connection at a place which does not lie on the
axis of the coupling body or the extension thereof. This produces a particularly stable
connection.

The positioning means preferably comprise at least one threshold element, which is
provided to deter a displacement of the edge coupling means, in the state connected
to the coupling edge and substantially according to the longitudinal direction of this
coupling edge, from the relative coupling position in which the first and second
coupling means are couplable.
The positioning means can make the displacement of the edge coupling means by mechanical method more difficult. This can also be done, however, by means of elements which oppose this displacement by means of a magnetic force.

The displacement is made more difficult as soon as the second coupling device has found its way into the said defined coupling position.

Preferably there are two threshold elements, which deter the displacement of the edge coupling means in both motional directions according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge.

Preferably, at least one threshold element comprises an edge, projection, groove, notch or raised structure provided on the coupling edge.

The coupling edge comprises, for example, a first edge portion and a second edge portion recessed with respect to that first edge portion, whilst the second edge portion merges at both ends, via respective obliquely running third edge portions, into the first edge portion, wherein the third edge portions form the said threshold elements.

The coupling edge is preferably an edge, extending according to the longitudinal axis, along an elongate open coupling space, preferably a trough shape of substantially U-shaped profile, wherein the edge coupling means comprise a coupling body which can be rotatably received in the coupling space, so that the first and the second coupling device are hereby connected in a mutually rotatable manner.

The fitting of each coupling body in the coupling space is simple. The coupling of the first and the second coupling means can specifically be realized in a simple manner by a mutual rotation of the first and the second coupling device up to each other. In this, the coupling means of each second set of coupling means enter into cooperation without the need for any additional positioning of the coupling devices.
The elongate open coupling space is preferably delimited at both ends by end edges which extend virtually transversely to the longitudinal direction, wherein these end edges form the said threshold elements.

The said open coupling space can be delimited by a concave surface, whilst the edge coupling means comprise a coupling body which can be received in a form-fitting manner in the thus delimited coupling space.

In a particular embodiment, the open coupling space is elongate and extends according to an axis, whilst each first coupling means of the first coupling device is provided at a place which is distant from this axis or its extension. Preferably, the said coupling body occupies virtually the entire length of the coupling space.

In a very preferential embodiment, the first coupling device is constructed as a substantially T-shaped element having a horizontal top part, on which the coupling edge is formed, and a leg, which connects to the top part and comprises a first coupling means.

This T-shape allows a rigid connection between the coupling devices. Level with the horizontal top part there is a connection which extends according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge, and level with the connecting leg there is a connection which extends according to a direction perpendicular to this longitudinal direction. The coupled coupling devices are hence virtually unable to move with respect to each other.

The appearance of a vehicle having the first coupling device, and the appearance of a bag having the second coupling device, can here be realized in an aesthetically sound manner. The T-shaped second coupling device can be compactly constructed, so that the appearance of the bag is little disturbed.

In another very preferential embodiment, the second coupling device is constructed as a substantially T-shaped element having a horizontal top part, on which the edge
coupling means are formed, and a leg, which connects to the top part and comprises a second coupling means.

The first coupling device and/or the second coupling device are preferably constructed as a rigid whole. This whole can be composed of a plurality of interconnected parts.

A coupling device of this type can be very compactly constructed and, from an aesthetic viewpoint, is more readily acceptable than the existing coupling devices.

A second coupling device of this type can also be fastened on objects made of flexible material, whilst a fixed distance between the edge coupling means and the second coupling means remains guaranteed. This fixed distance naturally conforms to the distance between the coupling edge and a first coupling means on the first coupling device. Thus a rigid and firm connection between an object and a vehicle can be obtained, even when the object consists of flexible material, such as in a bag made substantially of fabric.

A rigid whole can be fastened with simple means to a vehicle or a portable object. An element of this type is also easily simply produced from one or more components to be joined together.

At least one first coupling means preferably comprises a pressure element, which is provided to exert on the second coupling device, in the coupled state of the coupling devices, a force delivered by a spring element, which force has a force component in the first motional direction.

Since the spring element exerts a force on the second coupling device, it keeps the edge coupling means in cooperation with the coupling edge when the coupling devices are interconnected. The second coupling device hence does not come loose from the first coupling device when this is not desired. Through the application of a force which opposes the force delivered by the spring element, the connection between the two coupling devices can be re-broken, for example by means of the said control element.
The said portable object is preferably a bag, a basket or a suitcase, or a similar product, whilst the vehicle is preferably a bicycle, an electric bicycle or a moped.

The objects of this invention are also achieved by providing an assembly of a vehicle, such as a bicycle or a moped, and a portable object, having the characteristics indicated in the second paragraph of this description; and wherein, according to this invention, the coupling edge and the edge coupling means are connectable in several relative positions of the coupling devices, whilst the first and second coupling means are couplable only in one of the said relative coupling positions of the coupling devices, and the coupling edge and/or the edge coupling means comprise positioning means to position the coupling devices with connected coupling edge and edge coupling means, according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge, in the said relative coupling position in which the first and the second coupling means are couplable.

The object comprises the second coupling device and can be produced such that the second coupling device is integrated in the object. The second coupling device can also be fastened to the object or can be partly integrated in and partly fastened to the object.

The vehicle, such as a bicycle or the like, comprises the first coupling device. The relevant component of the vehicle can here be produced such that the first coupling device is wholly or partially integrated in the vehicle. The first coupling device can also be fastened to the vehicle or can be partly integrated in and be partly fastened to the vehicle.

Preferably, the vehicle remains virtually stationary during the mutual coupling of the bag to the vehicle. The bag is then brought up to the vehicle.

Since the first and the second coupling device are connected to each other at least two places, this connection is a solid connection which ensures that a bag has little freedom of movement with respect to the vehicle when the bag is connected to the vehicle.
It is very easy and simple to bring edge coupling means into cooperation with a coupling edge. The first coupling device can be fastenable in such a way and/or be integrated in a component of the vehicle in such a way that the portable object, through the execution of a downward movement, can be brought into cooperation with the coupling edge. A downward coupling movement of this type is the easiest movement with an object which is relatively heavy.

The coupling edge can also be arranged in such a way along a component of the vehicle that the object, in the execution of the coupling movement, is guided up to the coupling edge by this component. Thus the first coupling device can be provided on that side of a component which in use extends virtually horizontally, so that the object in contact with this side can be displaced in order to bring its edge coupling means into cooperation with the coupling edge. This guidance facilitates the coupling movement.

Moreover, the positioning means ensure that the object, after having been hooked onto the coupling edge, can be positioned in a defined coupling position according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge with a relatively small effort, wherein the first and the second coupling means stand in a mutual coupling position which makes their coupling possible.

The coupling devices are preferably provided to extend in the coupled state, according to an intermediate coupling plane, one opposite the other, whilst the coupling edge and the edge coupling means can be coupled by a relative movement of the coupling devices according to a first motional direction which is virtually parallel to the said coupling plane.

In a particular embodiment of the assembly according to this invention, the coupling edge and the edge coupling means are constructed such that the first and the second coupling device are connected to each other in a mutually rotatable manner through the connection of the coupling edge and the edge coupling means, whilst the first and the second coupling means can be coupled through a mutual rotation of the coupling devices coupled by the coupling edge and the edge coupling means.
The coupling of the coupling means is hereby effected by a simple rotation of the coupling devices already connected and correctly positioned on the coupling edge.

In a very preferential embodiment of this assembly, the positioning means comprise at least one threshold element, and the threshold element is provided to deter a displacement of the edge coupling means in the state connected to the coupling edge, and substantially according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge, from the relative coupling position in which the first and second coupling means are couplable.

The positioning means can make the displacement of the edge coupling means by mechanical method more difficult. This can also be done, however, by means of elements which oppose this displacement by means of a magnetic force.

The displacement is made more difficult as soon as the second coupling device has found its way into the said defined coupling position.

Preferably there are two threshold elements, which deter the displacement of the edge coupling means in both motional directions according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge.

Preferably, at least one threshold element comprises an edge, projection, groove, notch or raised structure provided on the coupling edge.

Further characteristics and advantages emerge sufficiently from that which has been described further above with regard to the fastening device.

In a very preferential embodiment, the assembly comprises a device for detachably fastening a bag to a vehicle, such as described above.

In the hereinafter following description, a device for detachably fastening a portable bag or basket to a bicycle and an assembly according to this invention are described in more detail. This description serves merely to further illustrate the characteristics.
of the invention and thus cannot be regarded as a limitation of the protection for this invention which is claimed in the claims of this patent application, nor of the field of application thereof.

In this description, reference is made by means of reference numerals to the accompanying figures, whereof

- **Figure 1** is a perspective representation of a luggage carrier comprising a first coupling device according to a first embodiment, wherein the first coupling device extends level with the side of the luggage carrier;

- **Figure 2** is a perspective representation of the luggage carrier represented in Figure 1;

- **Figure 3** is a perspective representation of a bag comprising a second coupling device;

- **Figure 4** is a perspective representation of the bag represented in Figure 3;

- **Figure 5** is a rear view of the luggage carrier represented in Figures 1 and 2, wherein a bag as represented in Figures 3 and 4 is moved up to the luggage carrier;

- **Figure 6** is a rear view of the luggage carrier represented in Figures 1 and 2, during the fastening of a bag, as represented in Figures 3 and 4, to the luggage carrier;

- **Figure 7** is a rear view of the luggage carrier represented in Figures 1 and 2, wherein a bag as represented in Figures 3 and 4 is fully fastened to the luggage carrier;

- **Figure 8** represents a cross section of a detail of the luggage carrier represented in Figures 1 and 2 and the bag as represented in Figures 3 and 4, during the fastening of the bag to the luggage carrier;

- **Figure 9** represents a cross section of a detail of the luggage carrier represented in Figures 1 and 2 and the bag as represented in Figures 3 and 4, wherein the bag is fully fastened to the luggage carrier;

- **Figure 10** represents a cross section of a detail of the luggage carrier represented in Figures 1 and 2 and the bag as represented in Figures 3 and 4, wherein the bag is redisconnected from the luggage carrier;
- Figure 11 is a perspective representation of a luggage carrier comprising a first coupling device according to a second embodiment, wherein the first coupling device extends level with the top side of the luggage carrier;

- Figure 12 is a perspective representation of a basket comprising a second coupling device;

- Figure 13 is a rear view of the luggage carrier represented in Figure 11, wherein a basket as represented in Figure 12 is fastened to the luggage carrier;

- Figure 14 is a rear view of the luggage carrier represented in Figure 11, wherein a bag as represented in Figure 12 is fully fastened to the luggage carrier;

- Figure 15 is a front view of a luggage carrier comprising a first coupling device according to a third embodiment;

- Figure 16 is a perspective representation of a luggage carrier comprising two first coupling devices according to a fourth embodiment;

- Figure 17 is a perspective representation of a portion of a luggage carrier comprising a first coupling device according to a fifth embodiment;

- Figure 18 is a perspective representation of a portion of a luggage carrier comprising a first coupling device according to a sixth embodiment of the invention;

- Figure 19 is a perspective representation of a portion of a luggage carrier comprising a first coupling device according to a seventh embodiment.

This invention relates to an assembly comprising a bicycle and a portable object (100), wherein the portable object (100) is detachably fastenable to a luggage carrier (101) of the bicycle. For this, the luggage carrier (101) comprises at least one rigid first coupling device (I), whilst the portable object (100) comprises a rigid second coupling device (II) which can be coupled to this first coupling device (I). Various embodiments of luggage carriers (101) provided with at least one first coupling device (I) are represented in Figures 1, 2, 11 and 15 to 19. For the sake of simplicity, the complete luggage carrier (101) is not always represented.

In Figures 3, 4 and 12, a portable object (100) according to the invention is represented. In Figures 3 and 4, the portable object (100) is a bag and in Figure 12
the portable object (100) is a basket. These portable objects (100) comprise the same second coupling device (II). Naturally, yet other types of second coupling devices (II) are also possible. In the case of the bag (100), the second coupling device (II) is fastened to the back of the bag (100) with the aid of screws (7). These screws (7) are visible in the cross sections represented in Figures 8 to 10. In the case of the basket (100), the second coupling device (II) is fastened to the bottom side of the basket (100).

Each first coupling device (I) comprises an elongate coupling edge (1) and a first click connection means (2). The second coupling device (II) comprises a hook portion (11), which is connectable detachably, and displaceably according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), to the coupling edge (1), and also comprises a second click connection means (12), which is couplable to the first click connection means (2). The portable object (100) is hence fastenable to the luggage carrier (101) at two places. In the fastened state, the portable object (100) extends opposite the luggage carrier (101) according to a coupling plane (A). The hook portion (11) comprises a hook (11a), which is hookable onto the coupling edge (1) by a relative movement of the portable object (100) with respect to the luggage carrier (101) according to a first motional direction (X) which is virtually parallel to the said coupling plane (A). In addition, the coupling edge (1) also comprises positioning means (3) in order to position the coupling devices (I, II) with respect to each other, according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), in a defined coupling position. In this defined coupling position, the first (2) and the second click connection means (12) can be brought into cooperation by a rotation of the second coupling device (II) up to the first coupling device (I) about an axis (a) extending according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1).

In the luggage carrier (101) which is represented in Figures 1, 2 and 11, the first coupling device (I) is fastenable to a topmost bar (6a) of the luggage carrier (101). Figures 1 and 2 represent a luggage carrier (101) according to a first embodiment, and Figure 11 represents a luggage carrier (101) according to a second embodiment. In both of the said embodiments, the first coupling device (I) is here constructed as a substantially T-shaped element having a horizontal top part, in which an elongate trough (4) is formed, and a leg (8), which connects to the top part and in which the
first click connection means (2) is fitted. The trough (4) is elongate having a U-shaped profile with the open side directed upwards, and is delimited by two pairs of mutually oppositely situated edges. One pair of edges extends according to the longitudinal direction of the trough (4). One edge hereof is the said coupling edge (1). The other pair of edges extends virtually perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the trough (4) and forms the positioning means (3) of the coupling edge (1). These positioning means (3) are provided to facilitate the positioning of the coupling devices into the relative coupling position which allows the coupling of the first and second coupling means. This is obtained by virtue of the fact that these positioning means make the departure from this correct position (by displacement of the hook portion (11) in the state connected to the coupling edge (1), and according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1)) more difficult.

The first click connection means (2) is a bar-shaped element, which is arranged in the leg (8) so as to be displaceable counter to the spring force of a helical spring (5). The bar-shaped element is displaceable according to a direction which is virtually parallel to the coupling plane (A) and extends perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the trough (4) (and thus lies also perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1)).

In addition, the first click connection means (2) comprises, at its end most distant from the trough (4), a projection (2a). The first click connection means (2) is connected to a cord (9). Through upward stretching of the cord, the first click connection means (2) can be displaced counter to the spring force up to the trough (4).

In Figures 1 and 2, the first coupling device (I) extends level with a side of the luggage carrier (101). The coupling plane (A) is here a virtually vertically extending plane. This coupling plane (A) is represented in Figure 9. In Figure 11, the first coupling device (I) extends level with the top side of the luggage carrier (101). The coupling plane (A) is here a virtually horizontally extending plane.

A luggage carrier (101) having a first coupling device (I) according to a third embodiment is represented in Figure 15. This first coupling device (I) is fastened to
the luggage carrier (101) and comprises one elongate bar (6b), which is fastened to
the luggage carrier (101) such that it extends virtually horizontally. This bar (6b)
forms the said coupling edge (1). The positioning means (3) are here threshold
elements (3), which are fastened at a distance apart on the bar (6b). These threshold
elements (3) are provided to deter a displacement of the hook portion (11) in the state
connected to the coupling edge (1), and substantially according to the longitudinal
direction of the coupling edge (1). This first coupling device (I) also comprises an
elongate leg (8), which is fastened to the bar (6b) and extends between the threshold
elements (3). The longitudinal direction of the leg (8) extends virtually perpendicular
to a horizontally extending plane. In this leg (8), the first click connection element
(2) is fitted. In the well-defined coupling position in which the hook portion (11) is
coupled to the coupling edge (1) and extends between the threshold elements (3), the
first (2) and the second click connection means (12) can be brought into cooperation.

A luggage carrier (101) having two first coupling devices (I) according to a fourth
embodiment is represented in Figure 16. Each first coupling device (I) is fastened to
the luggage carrier (101) and comprises one elongate bar (6b), which is fastened to
the luggage carrier (101) in such a way that it extends virtually horizontally. This bar
(6b) forms the coupling edge (1). The coupling edge (1) here comprises a first edge
portion (la) and a second edge portion (lb) recessed with respect to that first edge
portion (la), wherein the second edge portion (lb) merges at both ends, via
respective obliquely running third edge portions (3), into the first edge portion (la).
The third edge portions (3) are the said positioning means (3). Each first coupling
device (I) also comprises an elongate leg (8), which is fastened to the respective bar
(6b) level with the second edge portion (lb). The longitudinal direction of each leg
(8) extends according to a direction which lies virtually perpendicular to a
horizontally extending plane. In each leg (8) is fitted the first click connection
element (2).

In Figure 17, a portion of a luggage carrier (101) having two first coupling devices
(I) according to a fifth embodiment is represented, wherein the luggage carrier (101)
comprises two horizontally extending first bars (6b), which extend side by side in
parallel, and comprises at least two horizontally extending second bars (3), which
connect these two first bars (6b) to each other, wherein the second bars (3) extend
perpendicular with respect to the two first bars (6b). Level with those portions of the first bars (6b) which extend between the two second bars (3), an elongate leg (8) of a respective first coupling device is in each case fastened to the first bars (6b). The longitudinal direction of each leg (8) extends virtually perpendicular to a horizontally extending plane. In each leg (8) is fitted the first click connection element (2). The second bars (3) here form the positioning means (3) of the first coupling devices (I), and the first bars (6b) form the coupling edges (1). In the position in which the hook portion (11) is coupled to the coupling edge (1) and extends between the second bars (3), the first (2) and the second click connection means (12) can be brought into cooperation.

Figure 18 shows a portion of a luggage carrier (101) having a first coupling device (I) according to a sixth embodiment. The first coupling device (I) comprises at least one horizontally extending elongate bar (6b). Each bar (6b) comprises at the top an elongate notch having inclined end edges, and level with this notch an elongate leg (8) of a first coupling device is respectively fastened to the bar (6b). Each leg (8) extends virtually perpendicular to a horizontally extending plane. In each leg (8) is fitted a first click connection element (2). Level with the notch, each bar (6b) comprises a trough (4) delimited by two sets of mutually oppositely situated edges. The coupling edge (1) is here formed by an edge of one set. The edges (3) of the other set and the inclined end edges (3) of the notch, viewed according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), form the positioning means (3).

Figure 19 shows a portion of a luggage carrier (101) having a first coupling device (I) according to a seventh embodiment. The luggage carrier (101) comprises at least one horizontally extending elongate bar (6b). The bar (6b) has end parts which extend in line and, via obliquely laterally directed transition parts, merge into a central portion which is laterally displaced with respect to the end parts. The bar (6b) forms the coupling edge (1). The obliquely running transition parts (3) are the said positioning means (3). To the central portion is fastened an elongate leg (8), which stands virtually perpendicular to a horizontally extending plane. In this leg (8) is fitted the first click connection element (2). In the position in which the hook portion (11) is coupled to the coupling edge (1) and to the central portion thereof, the first (2) and the second click connection means (12) can be brought into cooperation.
In the third to seventh embodiments of the luggage carrier (101) having the first coupling device (I), the first click connection means (2) is a bar-shaped element which is arranged in the said leg (8) displaceably counter to a spring force, according to a direction extending virtually according to the longitudinal direction of the leg (8). In addition, the first click connection means (2) comprises at the end most distant from the coupling edge (1) a projection (2a). The first click connection means (2) is connected to a cord (9). Through upward stretching of the cord, the first click connection means (2) can be displaced counter to the spring force of a helical spring (5). The coupling plane (A) is a virtually vertically extending plane.

The second coupling device (II) comprises a hook portion (11) having one hook (11a), which is hookable onto the coupling edge (1). The length of that portion of the coupling edge (1) which is located between the positioning means, viewed according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), here virtually conforms to the corresponding length of the hook (11a). The hook (11a) can hence assume a position between the positioning means (3). In this position, the first and the second click connection means (2), (12) are mutually couplable. The hook (11a) can also however hook in another position onto the coupling edge (1) and be afterwards shifted (positioned) into the coupling position, in which the first (2) and second click connection means (12) are couplable. The positioning means (3) then indicate when this position has been reached.

The second click connection means (12) comprises a cavity (12a) in which the projection (2a) of the first click connection means (2) can be received. In addition, the hook portion (11) and the second click connection means (12) are connected to each other with a rigid component, so that the second coupling device (II) forms one rigid whole.

The fastening of the bag (100) to the luggage carrier (101) is here represented in Figures 5 to 10. This fastening is represented on the basis of a luggage carrier (101) of the first embodiment. This largely conforms to the fastening of a bag (100) to a luggage carrier (101) of the third to seventh embodiments.
First of all, the bag (100) is brought up to the luggage carrier (101). This is represented in Figure 5. After this, the hook (11a) is hooked onto the coupling edge (1). This is represented in Figures 6 and 8. In order to hook the hook (11a) onto the coupling edge (1), the bag (100) can be directly positioned such that the hook (11a) extends directly between the positioning means (3). This is not necessary, however. With the aid of the coupling edge (1) and the positioning means (3), the hook (11a) can namely be hooked into a position in which it is not located between the positioning means, and is afterwards shifted (positioned) into the desired position according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), namely until the hook (11a) extends between the positioning means (3) and can hook fully onto the coupling edge (1).

During the actual hooking in place, there is always a relative movement of the coupling devices (I), (II) according to a first motional direction (X) which is virtually parallel to the said coupling plane (A). This motional direction virtually conforms to the direction of the gravitational force, so that the gravitational force assists in the hooking. In Figure 8, the hook (11a) is hooked onto the coupling edge (1). In the first embodiment of the luggage carrier (101), this means that the hook (11a) is partly in the trough (4).

The projection (2a) of the first click connection means (2) is here (in Figure 8) not yet in the cavity (12a) of the second click connection means (12). Once the hook (11a) has been hooked onto the coupling edge (1), the gravitational force will bring about a rotation of the bag (100) with respect to the luggage carrier (101), and this about a rotational axis (a) which extends virtually according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1). The bicycle can then be placed such that the gravitational force ensures that the first and the second click connection means (2), (12) move closer together. One can also oneself apply a force to the bag (100) in order to rotate the bag (100) up to the luggage carrier (101) so as thus to move the click connection means (2), (12) closer together. Through movement of the second click connection means (12) up to the first click connection means (2), the second click connection means (12) will come into contact with the projection (2a) of the first click connection means (2) and will exert a force thereon. As a result, the first click connection means (2) will be displaced upwards counter to the spring force
until the projection (2a) is past the raised edge which delimits the cavity (see Figure
9) and, under the influence of the spring force, is displaced downwards again and is
received in the cavity (12a). In Figure 9 it can be seen that the projection (2a) is in
the cavity (12a). In order to get the projection (2a) back out of the cavity (12a), an
upward force must be reapplied to the click connection means. This is done by means
of the cord (9). The bag (100) hereby remains always firmly connected to the
bicycle, including during cycling.

When it is wished to disconnect the bag (100) from the bicycle, the cord (9), as has
been stated, can be pulled upwards in order to displace the first click connection
means (2) counter to the spring force and thus to remove the projection (2a) from the
cavity (12a). This is shown in Figure 10. After this, the hook (11a) can also be
removed from the coupling edge (1).

The fastening of the basket (100) to the luggage carrier (101) according to the second
embodiment is similar to that which has been described above. The only difference is
that the coupling plane (A) then extends horizontally. The gravitational force will
here always ensure that the second click connection means (12) moves up to the first
click connection means (2) after the hook (11a) has been hooked onto the coupling
edge (1).
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CLAIMS

1. Device for detachably fastening a portable object (100) to a vehicle such as a bicycle or a moped, comprising
   - a first coupling device (I), which is fastenable to and/or is at least partially integrated in a component (101) of a vehicle and which comprises a coupling edge (1) and at least one first coupling means (2), and
   - a second coupling device (II), which is fastenable to and/or is at least partially integrated in an object (100) or a component thereof, comprising edge coupling means (11) to connect the second coupling device (II) detachably to the coupling edge (1), and a second coupling means (12), which is provided to be detachably coupled with the first coupling means (2),
   characterized in that the coupling edge (1) and the edge coupling means (11) are connectable in several relative positions of the coupling devices (I), (II), whilst the first (2) and second coupling means (12) are couplable only in one of the said relative coupling positions of the coupling devices (I), (II), and in that the coupling edge (1) and/or the edge coupling means (11) comprise positioning means (3) to position the coupling devices (I), (II) with connected coupling edge (1) and edge coupling means (11), according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), in the said relative coupling position in which the first (2) and second coupling means (12) are couplable.

2. Device according to Claim 1, characterized in that the first (12) and second coupling means (12) are provided to be coupled through the realization of a click connection, a magnetic connection or a Velcro connection.

3. Device according to Claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the first (2) and second coupling means (12) are complementary click connection means, the connection of which is releasable by means of a control element (9) which forms part of the first coupling device (I).
4. Device according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the coupling edge (1) and the first coupling means (2) are provided at a fixed distance apart on the first coupling device (I), and/or in that the edge coupling means (11) and the second coupling means (12) are provided at a fixed distance apart on the second coupling device (II).

5. Device according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the coupling devices (I), (II) are provided to extend in the coupled state, according to an intermediate coupling plane (A), one opposite the other, and in that the coupling edge (1) and the edge coupling means (11) can be coupled by a relative movement of the coupling devices (I), (II) according to a first motional direction (X) which is virtually parallel to the said coupling plane (A).

6. Device according to Claim 5, characterized in that the first (2) and second coupling means (12) are provided such that they can be coupled by a coupling movement according to a second motional direction (Y) which lies virtually perpendicular to the said coupling plane (A).

7. Device according to Claim 6, characterized in that the coupling edge (1) and the edge coupling means (11) are constructed such that the first (I) and the second coupling device (II) are connected to each other in a mutually rotatable manner through the connection of the coupling edge (1) and the edge coupling means (11), and in that the first (2) and the second coupling means (12) can be coupled through a mutual rotation of the coupling devices (I), (II) coupled by the coupling edge (1) and the edge coupling means (11).

8. Device according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the positioning means (3) comprise at least one threshold element (3), and in that the threshold element (3) is provided to deter a displacement of the edge coupling means (11) in the state connected to the coupling edge (1), and substantially according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), from the said relative coupling position in which the first (2) and second coupling means (12) are couplable.
9. Device according to Claim 8 characterized in that at least one threshold element (3) comprises an edge, projection, groove, notch or raised structure provided on the coupling edge (1).

10. Device according to Claim 8 or 9, characterized in that the coupling edge (1) comprises a first edge portion (la) and a second edge portion (lb) recessed with respect to that first edge portion (la), and in that the second edge portion (lb) merges at both ends, via respective obliquely running third edge portions (3), into the first edge portion (la), wherein the third edge portions (3) form the said threshold elements (3).

11. Device according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the coupling edge (1) is an edge, extending according to the longitudinal axis, along an elongate open coupling space (4), in that the edge coupling means (11) comprise a coupling body (11a), which can be rotatably received in the coupling space (4), so that the first (I) and the second coupling device (II) are hereby connected in a mutually rotatable manner.

12. Device according to Claim 8 and 11, characterized in that the elongate open coupling space (4) is delimited at both ends by end edges (3) which extend virtually transversely to the longitudinal direction, and in that these end edges (3) form the said threshold elements (3).

13. Device according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the first coupling device (I) is constructed as a substantially T-shaped element having a horizontal top part, on which the coupling edge (1) is formed, and a leg (8), which connects to the top part and comprises a first coupling means (2), and/or in that the second coupling device (II) is constructed as a substantially T-shaped element having a horizontal top part, on which the edge coupling means (11) are formed, and a leg, which connects to the top part and comprises a second coupling means (12).
14. Assembly of a vehicle, such as a bicycle or a moped, and a portable object (100) which is detachably fastenable to that vehicle, wherein a component (101) of the vehicle comprises a first coupling device (I), which comprises a coupling edge (1) and at least one first coupling means (2), and wherein the object (100) comprises a second coupling device (II), which comprises edge coupling means (11) to detachably connect the second coupling device (II) to the coupling edge (1), and comprises a second coupling means (12), which is provided to be detachably coupled with the first coupling means (2), characterized in that the coupling edge (1) and the edge coupling means (11) are connectable in several relative positions of the coupling devices (I), (II), whilst the first (2) and second coupling means (12) are couplable only in one of the said relative coupling positions of the coupling devices (I), (II), and in that the coupling edge (1) and/or the edge coupling means (11) comprise positioning means (3) to position the coupling devices (I), (II) with connected coupling edge (1) and edge coupling means (11), according to the longitudinal direction of the coupling edge (1), in the said relative coupling position in which the first (2) and the second coupling means (12) are couplable.

15. Assembly according to Claim 14, characterized in that it comprises a device according to one of Claims 1 to 13.
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